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Solving the fuel cell dilemma
By Noriko Behling - Analyst and Author, based in Virginia, USA
The fuel cell sector faces a fundamental problem that must be addressed urgendy:
the absence of basic research on fuel cell technology. This article, based on
my recendy published book - Fuel Cells: Current Technology Challenges and
Future Research Needs - provides the rationale for this ambitious research. And
policymakers are given a road map that charts what can be done to change the
current situation, and help realise the ultimate promise of fuel cell technology.

On a precipice
The fuel cell industry is sitting on a precipice.

problem, I dug deeper still, surveying all the

base amounts. With respect to R&D activities,

fuel cell research and product development

for example, the US government generally

activities that I could find on a global basis.

That is the conclusion of Kerry-Ann Adamson
in a recent article for Forbes Magazine)!]

She

says that unless fuel cell companies offer venture
capitalists realistic business plans and clearly

asks a partici pating company to pay abour
half the project cost. So US companies must
have matched US government R&D budgets,

Huge investment

which totalled about $2.4 billion between 1995

explain invesonent needs, the industry will grind

It rook nearly five years to document the story
of fuel cells in my book, [2] recording the many

to a halt. I agree. But there is a more fundamental

impressive accomplishments of researchers and

US counterparts, so Japanese companies

ptoblem that must be addressed first: the absence

companies worldwide who have attempted

probably invested at least twice as much as the

of basic research on fuel cell technology.
In 2000, I wrote several papers on global fuel

to

and 2012. The R&D facilities of japanese
companies are far more extensive than their

master the technology over the lase 60 years. I

government of Japan, which I estimate to be

found fuel cell R&D initiatives and state-of-

abour $6.8 billion. The European Commission

cell activities, which were noticed by the White

the-art accomplishments at 175 companies and

pays up to 50% of the research costs, but

House and led to the FreedomCAR Initiative

research institutions, and looked at 50 major

does not pay overheads or for infrastructure

and the Hydrogen Fuel Initiative in 2002

government programmes that were established

construction.

and 2003. As I dug into fuel cell technology,

to promote the development of commercially

likely also invested twice as much as their

So European companies

it became clear that many companies and

viable fuel cell technologies. Major governments

government, which would toral some $4.8

governments had invested substantial resources

that have provided most of this support have

to commercialise fuel cell technology, but these

included the European Union (particularly

billion. If one considers investments made prior
to this period, the toral amount invested in fuel

investments were not yielt!ing commercially

Germany), Japan, and the United States.
One result from this survey is surprising:

viable products - at least not without
government subsidies.

total government and private sector

Why have fuel cells not become
commercially successful? After all, fuel

product development has amounted to an

investment in fuel cell technology and

cells were invented more than 170 years

asronishing US$22 billion over the past 18

ago. Many technologies such as airplanes,

years (Fignre 1). Major governments alone

computers, and automobiles were successfully

have invested at least $8 billion, and the private

commercialised much sooner than that. Could

secror has invested at least $14 billion.

fuel cell technology be a more complex and

These estimates are based on the published

cell development would be greater still, perhaps
double or triple the overall amounts.

Still not there
But what have we got for these investments?
Clearly, over the last 50 years, a large number
of private companies as well as government
research labs have conducted serious R&D and
product development activities. Payoffs from

challenging technology than any of these other

budgets of major governments, with private

these efforts are reflected in the rapid growth

technologies? To get to the root cause of the

sector investments extrapolated

in the number of patents granted ro companies

from these

and government entities.
12

Figure 2 lists the top 10 companies and the

10

number of patents they were granted in each
of three years: 2000, 2005, and 2010_ It shows

8

that Japanese corporations, which have invested
the most, have been granted an increasingly

6

greater number of patents during the last decade
4

compared with a decade earlier. Indeed, the
number of patents granted to these companies
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in 2010 was 23 times as many as those in 2000.
Europe

Japan
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US corporations had about twice as many
patents granted in 2010 as in 2000. European
corporations actually showed a decline in patent
activity, and no European corporations were

Figure 1. Combined public and private-sector fuel cell R&D investment
estimated for 1995-2012. Figures quoted in US$ billions.
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exceeded $22 billion.

among the top 10 in 2010. It is noteworthy that
none of the seven Japanese corporations listed in
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the top lOin 2000. 2005, and 2010 parcicipated
in government-sponsored

fuel cell R&D projects

nor received R&D subsidies, although they
did participate in demonstration projects that
allowed foreign participation.
But with all these accomplishments,

no

company has yet to field a commercially
profitable fuel cell system:
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have exited the field.
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The story is much the same for phosphoric

396
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Of 21 companies pursuing alkaline fuel cell
technology

that were analysed, nearly all

acid fuel cells (PAFCs). Only UTC Power
in the US and Fuji Electric in Japan are still
pursuing this technology, but products are

Others

_~I-

19

Figure 2. Top 10 assignees of fuel cell patents granted by geographical region of origin for 2000,
2005, and 2010. [Based on Table I:Top ten assignees of fuel cell patents granted in each year,
from The 2011 Fuel Cell Patent Review.131]

too costly to be commercially viable wirhout
subsidies.

investment has gone to product development

and captured an image of oxygen distribution

Fourteen MCFC companies have run into

and subsidies to establish commercial markets

with a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera.

similar difficulties. MCFC sales and instal-

for specific fuel cell applications. As a result,

The visualisation of me inner working of a

lation activity in Japan came to a halt in

fuel cells have not been able to overcome issues

fuel cell stack could reveal mechanisms of

2007, for example, due to large product

of longeviry, reliability, power density, and

fuel cell deterioracion. Watanabe is currently

footprints

production costs.

working on me simultaneous

and low power densities, which

drove costs higher than alternative fuel cell
designs. US-based FuelCell Energy appears

But there is good news. Recently scientists and
engineers have made snfficient ptogress to help

visualisation

of hwnidiry, steam, water, temperature, and
CO2 within a fuel cell stack.

to be selling briskly in South Korea, but has

us understand how the fuel cell works. Today,

There are many more examples such as these,

not achieved bona fide commercial success

we have begun to understand the difficulty of

Just as important,

in the US domescic market.

fuel cell technology, which is rooted in highly

scientists who are working across scientific

SOFCs and PEMFCs are more promising,

complex mechanisms, involving multiple

with

engaging

chemical and physical interaccions at the atomic

disciplines in related areas that can be tapped to
help us understand the inner workings of fuel

in R&D activities at one cime or anoth-

level. We have amassed a large came of amazing

cell electrochemistry.

er. But. a 2009 post-programme

research tools that enable us to make detailed

136 companies

worldwide

evaluacion

there are many highly skilled

These talented researchers can help the

report of Japan's SOFC System Technology

observacions at the atomic level. Scientists have

fuel cell community get out of me technical

Development Programme disapproved of the

begun to use these capabilicies to explore fuel

cul-de-sac in which it finds itself. But a major

ptogramme because it did nor find a solution

cell operation, and develop new theories and

commitment

to the critical problem of cell degradacion.

discover the specific derails of fuel cell properties

PEM fuel cell technology remains immature,

at the atomic level.

and while some companies have found mar-

For example:

to basic research will be required.

National Fuel Cell
Development Project

ket niches for backup powet, auxiliary power,
materials handling, and battery charger appli-

One outstanding example is seen in a paper

cations, as yet no company has demonstrated

recently published online by Ai Snzuki and
Mark Williams et al.l4J Suzuki and Williams

Based on a review of past development

These are just a few examples of major

demonstrate

a National Fuel Cell Development Project

research efforts and genuine dedication on the

can advance fuel cell development.

part of both the private and public sectors.
Nonetheless, the fuel cell remains an immature

link computacionally

net profitability in the PEMFC field.

how computational

chemistry
They

programmes, me cime has come to launch
(NFCDP) - as-year, $2 billion-a-year basic

obtained images with

research effort mat would take advantage of the

me images obtained from transmission elec-

advances in sciences and me incredibly talented

and expensive technology that has not attained

tron microscopy, and prove for the first time

scientists that we have in the public and private

sustainable commercial success.

how computational

sectors. The NFCDP's central goal would be

Back to basics

used this discovery to develop a theory of

technology by undertaking basic scien tific

such phenomena,

research into fuel cell properties and operation.

chemistry can duplicate

real-life fuel cell degradation.

which will help to lay me

Why is success so elusive? The conclusion,

groundwork to fix me problem.

after an examination of a host of fuel projects,

In another

is simple: we do not yet know how to make

of Yamanashi

robust and low-cost fuel cells that can compete

of

with alternative energy sources. We do not

Shimadzu

know how to do this because we do not
understand the basic science of how fuel
cells work at the atomic level. Very little of

instance,

researchers

They have

Corporacion,

The project would require the participation
Watanabe

of all three levels of fuel cell communi cies -

and

his group

national research laboratories, universities.

Waseda

University,

Masahiro

University
from

to achieve major breakthroughs in fuel cell

Fuji Electric, and

and industry - and at least 2000 top-notch
scientists and engineers. The key to success

Hitachi have succeeded in inlaging the oxy-

would be me conduct of basic scientific

gen distribution within a fuel cell stack for me
first time, [51 Watanabe er al. used a chemical

research. Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram
of how the National Fuel Cell Development

the $22 billion in fuel cell R&D has gone

reagent that absorbs light and emits light of

Projecr would work. Let's look at this mart

into basic scientific research. In fact. most

a specific wavelength when oxygen is present,

[tom the bottom up:
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Journal of Hydrogen Energy 37(23) 1827218289 (December 2012), http://dx.doi.
Payoff: Technology that yields low-cost, efficient, and durable fuel celis

orgl 10.1 0 16/j .ijhydene.20 12.09.016.
5.

Fuel cell, hydrogen technology development front line. Focus NEDO

Industry builds prototypes, based on
these hypotheses, and verifies or
invalidates them. Reports back to basic
researchers

Basic researchers analyse invalid
hypotheses and develop revisions.
This give-and-take continues until a
body of defensible and valid
hypotheses is established

7(2)

(Issue 26, Autumn 2007) (in Japanese).

For more information,

contact:

Noriko Behling,

6517 Deidre Terrace, McLean, VA 22101, USA.
Tel: + 1 703 893 1569,
Email: behlingn@msn.com

Basic researchers examine the data, using methodologies and knowledge from all
scientific disciplines to establish hypotheses that provide coherent explanations as to
why phenomena occur

Book offers guidance
on fuel cell policies
A new book published by Elsevier provides

Industry provides fuel cell empirical data from the past to basic researchers

an overview of past and present initiatives
to improve and commercialise fuel cell

Figure 3. The concept

of the National

Fuel Cell Development

technologies, and offers context and

Project.

analysis ro help potential investors assess
current commercialisation

activities and

The first step begins with industry, which

che rationale for chis ambitious research. It

provides all of its empirical data ro scientists

documents che many unfortunate companies

recommendations

undertaking basic research.

that ultimately abandoned cheir fuel cell

policymakers and corporate CEOs as to what

future prospects. It also makes detailed
for government

Basic research labs then examine the data

research. It evaluates successes and failures of

should be done to successfully commercialise

and develop hypocheses on the details of

government research initiatives, and explains

fuel cell technologies.

electrochemical

which policies have been helpful and why. And

processes chrough che con-

duct of interdisciplinary basic research. They

it provides policymakers wich a road map that

Fuel Cells: Current Technology Challenges
and Future Research Needs, by experienced

would provide cheir results ro industry.

charts what can be done ro change che current

analyst Noriko Hikosaka Behling,

Industry would chen create prororypes based

situation and help realise che ultimate promise

surnmarises che story of fuel cells, including

on che hypocheses of che basic researchers,

of fuel cell technology.

and test chern out in che field. The results

che impressive accomplishments

The time to begin is now. Science has

of

researchers and companies worldwide, as well

would be fed back ro che basic researchers.

progressed ro the point where researchers can

as che many unfortunate

The

explore and discover che secrets of che fuel cell

chat ultimately gave up and abandoned cheir

hypocheses based on chis feedback, which

- how it works, why it works, and how it can

fuel cell research.

then would be used by industry for furcher

be made to work better.

basic researchers would

prorotype

development

refine their

The main part of the book is a detailed
review of fuel cell technologies and the

and testing. This

give-and-take process would continue until
a body of valid and auchentic theories are
established. The key to success would be a

stories of companies

organisations that have had major roles in
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